Newsletter February 2018

Welcome
POLITE NOTICE. We ask that all parents and carers are being
mindful of who they are letting into the nursery and ask even if you
know the parents that they must wait to be buzzed in. This is so the
staff can monitor who is coming in and out of the setting.

Baby Floor.
The babies have been doing lots of sensory
activities, such as body painting, foam play, food
exploration and food tasting activities. This has got
the children to engage more during activities where
sensory is a strong part of their development.
The babies have been also enjoyed being out in the
garden, exploring the sand and play kitchen in their
area. The babies have also enjoyed building towers
and creating new friendships.

Tiddly Tadpoles.
The tiddly tadpoles have joined in with the
tadpole’s activities learning about space, insects
and Chinese New Year.
The Tiddly Tadpoles have been creating a bug
house for the insects to live in and using
magnifying glasses to look for bugs in the
garden.
The tadpole also enjoyed creating a giant rocket
during space week, where we splattered paint
onto the box to make it look like space.
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Tadpoles.
Throughout February the tadpoles have been learning
about Chinese New Year, insects, being safe and space.
The Tadpoles have enjoyed creating planets, alien masks,
a giant rocket, and sensory moon dust during their space
themed week.
The tadpoles also learnt about safety dressing up as
firemen and doctors and discussing people that help us.

Pre-school.
Throughout this month the pre-school children have been learning
about Pancake Day making pancakes and filling them with their
chosen filling!
The preschool have also created a Chinese dragon to celebrate
Chinese new year, where they have used chop sticks to eat
noodles, created Chinese writing and even had a fortune cookie.
The Pre-school have also been experimenting with water and
learning about ‘Frozen.’ How water becomes frozen and melts.
Creating ice melt pictures and seeing how long it takes for a cube
of ice to make.

Forthcoming Events
Parents and Carers Week 19th-23rd March
Play and Stay 26th-2nd March
Info Evening 5th March 6pm
Photo Day 22nd March
Cook a book 3rd, 10th, 17th and 24th May
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